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Dynatrace Paves the Way to the
Autonomous Cloud With Keptn
Open source control plane simplifies IT’s journey to NoOps for cloud native environments
WALTHAM, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Dynatrace (NYSE: DT) today announced Keptn, an
open source pluggable control plane to advance the industry movement toward autonomous
clouds. Keptn provides the automation and orchestration of the processes and tools needed
for continuous delivery and automated operations for cloud native environments.
To combat the growing gap between constrained IT resources and accelerating cloud scale
and complexity, automation and AI have become critical weapons for IT to maintain control.
However, where to start and how to map out a successful path to NoOps has been a barrier
for many IT organizations.
“Keptn is an outcome of a belief and program we have been working on for years,” said John
Van Siclen, CEO of Dynatrace. “In talking with CIOs and CTOs of our many enterprise
customers, it’s become clear that advanced levels of automation and intelligence are
required to bridge the growing gap between limited IT resources and the exponential
increase in scale and complexity of dynamic enterprise clouds and the growing cloud native
workloads now being deployed. We purpose built our new Dynatrace® platform with a
powerful, explainable AI engine at the core to identify anomalies and degradations with
precise root-cause to trigger automatic self-healing actions. But what’s been missing has
been a simple, repeatable way to harness this potential and leverage it for a true NoOps
approach. Keptn provides an answer and we are thrilled to offer it to the industry as an open
source project.”
Dynatrace itself faced these development and operational challenges several years ago
when it was reinventing its business and its core software intelligence platform. Ongoing
customer interest in lessons learned and best practices developed during the company’s
path to NoOps led Dynatrace to codify its know-how into Keptn. Making Keptn available to
the open source community allows the entire industry to simplify and accelerate the
inevitable movement to autonomous cloud operations, beginning with continuous delivery
and automated operations as the first phases of the process.
“At Dynatrace we learned that the journey to NoOps starts with transforming how
development and operations think, operate and align. Putting in place an unbreakable
software delivery pipeline from ideation through to volume production allowed us to scale
from 2 to 25 major releases per year, plus hundreds of fix and currency releases in
between,” said Alois Reitbauer, Chief Technical Strategist and Head of the Dynatrace
Innovation Lab. “As we spent more and more time with customers and partners interested in
how we accomplished our transformation, we realized everyone was starting in different
places with different tooling and different skill sets. With Keptn, we set out to simplify the
journey to NoOps for others and we open sourced it to accelerate its adoption and
functionality.”

Over the past 18 months, Dynatrace has been working with customers to advance
autonomous cloud operations. After dozens of workshops and autonomous cloud labs
(ACLs) with customers and partners, it was clear a simple pluggable control plane that
automates the continuous delivery pipeline linking development with production would
accelerate the NoOps journey for everyone. Keptn provides:
A simple, declarative way to specify multiple continuous delivery pipelines for
hundreds of microservices and automatically generate all the plumbing that underlies
them. A multi-stage pipeline can be set up in minutes.
An easily maintainable automation approach enabling customers to automate
operational tasks like reacting to failed deployments based on performance and
business feedback as well as automating remediation for production problems. Keptn’s
control plane separates process definitions and actual tool integrations and
orchestrates processes at runtime which increases manageability and adaptability.
A high level of transparency, following a GitOps model, with distributed transaction
tracing capabilities embedded into Keptn enables the stitching together of individual
actions into traces and provides a deep level of visibility into automation tasks.
Keptn is also being leveraged by Dynatrace’s newly announced Autonomous Cloud
Enablement (ACE) Practice, to help customers further accelerate DevOps’ movement to
autonomous cloud through proven best practices and expert services. Additional
functionality for Keptn is being created by Dynatrace as well as a growing number of
customers, partners and technology companies. The current version of Keptn is available
today at www.keptn.sh.
“Keptn helps us transform our applications from traditional to a cloud native SaaS offering
with full automation of delivery and operations,” said Sebastian Bonk, Manager of Software
Development at Avodaq. “Kubernetes is our future – and Keptn with Dynatrace is our
insurance that we leverage the platform in the most optimal way.”
About Dynatrace
Dynatrace provides software intelligence to simplify enterprise cloud complexity and
accelerate digital transformation. With AI and complete automation, our all-in-one platform
provides answers, not just data, about the performance of applications, the underlying
infrastructure and the experience of all users. That’s why many of the world’s largest
enterprises trust Dynatrace to modernize and automate enterprise cloud operations, release
better software faster and deliver unrivalled digital experiences.
Curious to see how you can simplify your enterprise cloud? Let us show you. Visit our trial
page for a free 15-day Dynatrace trial.
To learn more about how Dynatrace can help your business, visit
https://www.dynatrace.com, visit our blog and follow us on Twitter @dynatrace.
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